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Parceria estratégica no domínio da

educação formação e juventude

financiado pelo Programa Juventude em

Ação, que envolve três países do

programa - Portugal, Espanha e Itália.

Pretende promover a capacitação de

técnicos/as de juventude das

organizações da parceria ao nível

conhecimentos e práticas no setor da

inclusão social e de educação não

formal, com enfoque na área da

juventude.

Animar - Associação Portuguesa para 

o Desenvolvimento Local 2

PT

Partenariato strategico nel settore

dell'istruzione, della formazione e della

gioventù, finanziato dal programma

Gioventù in azione, che coinvolge tre

paesi partecipanti al programma:

Portogallo, Spagna e Italia.

Mira a promuovere la formazione di

tecnici giovanili da organizzazioni partner

a livello di conoscenza e pratica nel

settore dell'inserimento sociale e

dell'educazione non formale, con

particolare attenzione alla gioventù.

Eurocultura

IT

Asociación estratégica en el ámbito de la

formación y la educación de jóvenes

financiado por el Programa Juventud en

Acción, en el que participan tres países

del programa - Portugal, España e Italia.

Se pretende promover la capacitación de

técnicos / as de juventud de las

organizaciones al nivel de conocimientos

y prácticas en el sector de la inclusión

social y de la educación no formal, con

enfoque en el área de la juventud.

Concello de Vedra

ES
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SOS Descrimination

Associação Juvenil de Deão - AJD
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Caminho da Igreja, n.º 459,

4905-254 Deão – Viana do Castelo

PORTUGAL
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The young AJD volunteers who has participated in the SOS

Discrimination project considered that in the region where

they live, the local population, including the youth population,

often faces the difference with refusal and depreciation. So, it

is necessary to discuss this issue in depth and to join efforts

to combat discrimination in their territories and, consequently,

in Europe. AJD young people have formed a Council for

Equality in order to be agents of change able to develop local

awareness initiatives aimed to other young people and to the

community, allowing the multiplier effect of their learning.

The idea is based on non-formal education, towards to

defend democratic values and the promotion of active

citizenship, preventing racism, acts of discrimination against

homosexuals, violence in schools and gender, in particular

dating violence and gender inequality.

This peer education activity is based on the idea of a

process through which young people learn about the issue

of discrimination and apply it to concrete cases to improve

dissatisfaction and bring in social change. In this way, it is

necessary to acquire competences to know-how to do it. On

a first moment, ten members/proponents of the Equality

Council were divided into three groups.

Each group prepared one of the following themes:

preventing racism; acts of discrimination against

homosexuals; Violence in schools, in particular dating

violence, and gender inequality. Each young member also

had the task of bringing new young people to take part in to

council (at least 4 new members). The first activity began

with the presentation dynamics among all the participants

(about 50 participants).
(continue…)

SOS Discrimination

Associação Juvenil de Deão - AJD
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Next, the approach topics were presented and the participants

divided into 3 groups in order to have guided discussion

mediated by the young proponents/members, together with

AJD technicians with the aim of working a theme in each group

and to build a script for a video.

After an inspirational presentation about “guerrilha marketing”, it

was expected to develop video proposals for the awareness

campaign that began in October 2015 (October 24, Municipal

Day for Equality) and each script video proposal was presented

in the end of the day to the large group to build a final script. At

this moment, the group decided the days that they would like to

meet together to continue working and filming the video "Live

the Difference!".

During several days, they filmed and edited the video "Live the

Difference!". The young people involved become agents of

change and since 2015 act and raise the awareness of the

youth public on the issue of discrimination.

SOS Discrimination

Associação Juvenil de Deão - AJD
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Creattivamente Junior Supervised Study and 

Recreation After School Hours in 

Sant'Andrea District in Vicenza
Alinsieme Societa´Cooperativa Sociale 

7
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Viale Riviera Berica, 254

36100 Vicenza

ITALY
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The supervised study in the after school hours starts at two

o'clock: the teenagers come independently from school to

our assigned rooms near the church youth center. This is

one of the most aim of our job: coming independently, the

teenagers are responsible of themselves for about fifteen

minutes and they know that they haven't to go away and

that they have to respect an exact meeting time.

After lunch, they have a break for about half an hour: they

play football or basketball, they listen to music, they talk to

educator about their morning at school or about something

significant in their life. We all know that, for a teenager, it is

very difficult to talk about his personal life, so we can

understand the real importance of this chat with the

educator.

At quarter past three, we usually do a really important

moment: the circle time. For about ten/fifteen minutes, the

teenagers talk about a theme they want: sometimes they

talk in general about friendship, relation with adults or

relation with other boys/girls and sometimes they talk about

their school morning or sport.

(continue…)

Creattivamente Junior Supervised study and recreation after school hours in Sant'Andrea district in Vicenza

Alinsieme Societa´Cooperativa Sociale
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This moment is fundamental because teenagers can feel free sharing

their feelings and their opinion: the conversation is led by the educator

but there is no judgement and they can express everything they want.

At half past three we go to the study rooms: there is a big room where

all teenagers stay to do the written homework and there are many

smaller rooms where they go to concentrate to study and to try an

hypothetical oral test.

Often the teenagers help each other to solve some difficulties they find

doing homework: it happens that the educator is helping somebody

else and so, to solve their obstacle faster, they ask help to a

classmate. This is included in the peer education philosophy.

Two important aspects of the after school hours:*even if this is a place

where the main aim is do the homework and become self-independent

in the homework and in the study, one of the most basic aspects is the

teenager's characteristics and interests' absolute importance.

In the after school hours there are some planned

moments, like lunch and homework, but there is also

free time: the free time structure is shared with

teenagers and it is decided with them and for majority

*the educator has relation with teenagers but also with

their parents: he has to be available listening and

talking with them. It often happens that the educator

has to become a mediator in the relation between

parents and children. He has to find common ground

and help parents and children to understand each other

without nervousness.

Finally, we can say that the keyboards are:

INDEPENDENCE, RESPONSIBILITY, INCLUSION and

YOUTH PROMOTION.

Creattivamente Junior Supervised study and recreation after school hours in Sant'Andrea district in Vicenza

Alinsieme Societa´Cooperativa Sociale
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Training Ourselves Equally
Berenguela Pola Igualdade
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San Félix de Sales, Cornado nº17-Vedra- A

Coruña CP15885

GALICIA



Training Ourselves Equally

Berenguela Pola Igualdade
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This project, entitled ‘Training ourselves equally’, was carried

out in 2016 thanks to a grant from the provincial government of

A Coruña. It aimed to bring together different people, mainly

women, from the municipality of Vedra, in order for the group

members to share their knowledge among themselves. We

proposed, coinciding with dates close to International Women’s

Day, a number of different monographic courses, each lasting

ten hours. The topics were the following:

-New technologies: many women from rural areas still lack the

self-confidence necessary to meet the challenges of new

technology, because historically they have always been

distanced from the modernities of city life. It is true however that

these technologies offer a large degree of freedom, which is

why we believed it was important to offer training in this area.

-Managing emotions and Analysis of attitudes:

Throughout their lives, many of the local women have

been housewives, while others have fulfilled this role

as well as working outside the home. This additional

workload gives rise to stress levels which their male

counterparts do not suffer. We created a space for

them where they could vent their negative emotions

and learn how to deal with them.

-Resources for working on social integration: We also

felt it was very important to include this area, as it is

largely women who work with the most socially

excluded groups. We therefore proposed an

environment where we could share experiences and

offer techniques to help integration in society.
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-Sexuality and affectivity: Among all the other things

we have to take care of in our lives, we never have

time to stop and reflect on our personal tastes with

respect to our sexuality, to get to know ourselves or to

nurture ourselves. We proposed, on the one hand, a

scientific explanation of different sexuality-related

topics and, on the other, an exploration of our attitudes

towards them.

-Cooking with ideas: too often we throw away food,

use too much or do not make full use of what we have

at home. We proposed a workshop in which to share

tips so as to avoid these situations and to stop wasting

food, money and our own energy.

Summing up, this project aimed to bring together people of

different profiles from the smaller localities which together make

up the municipality of Vedra. It was also hoped that younger

people would come along, get to know the work of our

association and be encouraged to take part, because we cannot

build up equality if it is always the same group of women who

insist upon it. It can be built up if more and more people are

made aware of our intention to carry out this work from a

feminist perspective.

Training Ourselves Equally

Berenguela Pola Igualdade
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REDECOOL – Employment Azores
CRESAÇOR – Cooperativa Regional de Economia Solidária CRL
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Rua D. Maria José Borges, n.º 137, R/C, Fajã

de Baixo, 9500-446 Ponta Delgada – Açores

PORTUGAL
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The CRESAÇOR as partner of ANIMAR promoted the

project REDECOOL Employment - Collaborative

Networks for Local Youth Employment, which in the

Azores has a designation of REDECOOL

Employment-Azores.

The REDECOOL project was funded by EEA

GRANTS - Active Citizenship, with the objective of

promoting, during the 13-month period, youth labour

integration in situations of unemployment, social or

economic fragility.

The REDECOOL Employment - Azores has integrated

32 young people with the objective of equipping them

with entrepreneurial skills and job search techniques,

both to find a job as to create one's own job.

After the training period, we began the briefings on Regional

Employment Programs, International Internships, CRITE, Youth

Associativism Support, International Volunteering and

Entrepreneurship and the Portuguese Sign Language. It

followed the practical component of the project with Workshops

of Urban Art and Culture, Territorial Creativity, Collaborative

Networks, Identity and contact with the work reality.

REDECOOL – Employment Azores

CRESAÇOR – Cooperativa Regional de Economia Solidária CRL

(continue…)
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The whole project was accompanied by individual and group mentoring/coaching

sessions as a way to consolidate the acquired knowledge, and to work motivation

for job search.

The RedeCOOL project culminated with the holding of the “Mostra Jovem”, as a

way to promoted youth initiative and "show what is done here".

In addition to the opportunity for young people to exhibit their products and/or

offer their services as professionals (whether they have already started their

business or are in the incubation phase), there have also been informal 'talks' in

the area of entrepreneurship, experiences / Testimonies, networking and soft

skills most valued by employers.

The event also promoted the "pitch for employment" workshops, with the

objective to alerting young people to the need to apply skills such as creativity

and innovation in the presentation of their skills in finding jobs, and "Creative

Solutions" with the purpose to present alternative ways to reduce costs with the

creation of a small business, or with the realization of an idea, or a project.

With the goal of challenging young people for creativity and daring looking for

work, we promoted the Most Original Curriculum Vitae competition.

REDECOOL – Employment Azores

CRESAÇOR – Cooperativa Regional de Economia Solidária CRL
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“Riviera Berica” Youth Center Friendship & 

Relationship
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Alinsieme Societa´Cooperativa Sociale 
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The youth center is a place that was born to meet the

teenager's needs: for example, to meet new

contemporaries, to socialize and todo activities that

stimulate the creativity of the teens, to participate

actively in the youth center's life and the local

community, to be responsible and independent.

The educators guarantee all of these things by making

projects which help the teenagers to learn new skills.

An educational practice that is used in the youth

center is for example the music: in past we've

organized a jam session with migrants people that

were hosted by some local cooperatives and

teenagers that attended the youth center. The Aim

was to communicate also between people who don't

speak the same language.

Music leads to relationate with all the members of the group

without barriers or prejudices.

For this activities, we give musical instruments to the

teenagers, in particular percussions, because they are the

base other rhythm and because everyone can learn to use

them.

The duration of the activities depends by the people but

usually it lasts one or two hours.

“Riviera Berica” Youth Center Friendship & Relationship

Alinsieme Societa´Cooperativa Sociale
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Vedra Theatre Laboratory
Vedramáticos 
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Rúa da Boca, 9 Santa Baia

de Vedra

15885 Vedra
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The Vedra Theatre Laboratory (LTV) was conceived as a

project which would enable young people from Vedra and

other neighbouring municipalities who are interested in the

world of performing arts, but do not have any prior stage

experience, to have contact with dramatic play and acquire a

basic knowledge of the different elements which make up a

theatrical performance.

To this end, a total of six workshops (Relaxation; Corporal

Expression and Voice; Text and performance; Costumes,

makeup and props; Technical resources: sound and lighting;

and Set-up and production) are held over two weekends with

the aim of giving participants an introduction to theatre as an

holistic process.

The LTV targets pupils between the ages of 12 and 35,

allowing a maximum of 30 pupils in all. The participants

are allocated to working groups of 7-8 people so as to

boost participation and guarantee the best attention

possible from the teachers. As a final roundup, each

group presents a short drama performance of

approximately 15 minutes, which is open to the general

public.

(continue…)

.

Vedra Theatre Laboratory

Vedramáticos 
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The initiative aims to foster an interest in artistic and

creative concerns among the participating pupils, with

the hope that they will choose to continue their

development as theatre actors or as spectators. It is

also hoped that the experience will stimulate young

people to form local theatre groups or to join existing

groups, which would, doubtlessly, attract a younger

audience to the theatre. Finally, the project hopes to

help enrich the range of cultural activities on offer to

the local community and, as a result, improve their

quality of life.

Vedra Theatre Laboratory

Vedramáticos 
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Navigating for Non Formal Education
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Associação Subportela 

Alameda S. João Novo, n.º 330

(Lugar da Lomba) 4905-632

Subportela - Viana do Castelo

PORTUGAL
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1. Discussion and attempt to define the concepts of formal,

informal and non formal education.

2. Exposure and explanation of various non formal education

methodologies.

3. Application of the problem tree methodology to a specific

problem.

4. Definition of future activities:

- Creation of a manual that includes a description of everything

that happened during this formation, with the opinions of each

one, with the different perspectives and discussions around the

concept of non formal education, with a glossary of

terms/concepts used (Brainstorming, OTL'S-Program of

Occupation of Free Times, social entrepreneurship ...) and with

photographs;

- Organization of the first "Luso Galaico" meeting of non formal

education.

5.Conclusions:

-The concepts of formal, informal and non formal

education are complex and generate controversy in their

definition;

-Non formal education methodologies are used in a

variety of institutions, especially associations, and also at

the level of social entrepreneurship. However, neither

those who teach (youth workers, facilitators, etc.) nor

those who learn/ participate in these activities are aware

that are embedded in non formal education;

-There is a need for greater information and awareness of

the importance of non formal education.

Navigating for non formal education

Associação Subportela 
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Reading for the others: an occasion for 

social growth
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LaAV (Letture ad Alta Voce)

Fara Vicentino (VI), Via Reale 34/B,

36030,
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I am going to talk about my experience as a reader in the voluntary

organization called LaAV (Letture ad Alta Voce), operating throughout

Italy. In LaAV we read for the others in particular contexts such as

hospitals, prisons, communities etcetera; we strongly believe in reading

power, which is able to create strong relations and moments of openness

to the outside, offering at the same time an occasion of relax and sharing.

Reading for the others promotes a personal growth, in terms of education

and social integration. It’s a spiritual experience full of significance.

How to live LaAV’s experience: reading is a source of pleasure and it’s a

perfect instrument to get in touch with other people. A LaAV reader is not

an actor; he’s a voluntary who shares this passion with other readers, so it

doesn’t matter if you don’t feel capable: certainly you will. A LaAV reader

can choose an extract from every single book he has loved. One thing is

essential: it shall not exceed 10 minutes, usually because guests are not

used to listen. So a LaAV reader should work on the text with little cuts or

adds, in order to guarantee a more suitable result.

Reading for the others: an occasion for social growth

LaAV (Letture ad Alta Voce)

A LaAV reader should keep in mind three

values: attention, compassion and humanity; in

this project, people and their wellness are

essential: you have to be ready to approach

them with no prejudices of sort, and to listen to

their stories, because people have a strong

necessity to talk and share emotions, fears and

thoughts.

LaAV creates also a local net with the people of

your group: this is a social strength and an

opportunity to increase your relations in the

territory.

Reading gives you the opportunity to increase

your awareness about life and to know better

you and the others.

Time: 15-20 minutes.
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Musintegra
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The project MUSINTEGRA consists in the creation

production of a series of concerts with young people at

risk of social exclusion, with the aim of re-integrating

them in society by means of music.

The principle objective of the project was to listen to

the stories by which the participants found themselves

in this situation of ‘risk’ and, on the basis of these,

create three musical works.

To this end, 30 young music students from the Val do

Ulla region were selected to participate actively in the

integration process carried out by the ‘Proxecto Home’

entity. Additionally, three young people were selected

from ‘Proxecto Home’ who were on programmes for:

rehabilitation and social integration for alcoholics,

rehabilitation and social integration for

psychostimulant (cocaine and other drugs) addicts

and rehabilitation for compulsive gamblers.

Work meetings were set up between the music students and the

three people from Proxecto Home. In these meetings, the young

musicians organized themselves into groups of ten, and each

group listened to the life story of one of the people at risk of social

exclusion.

Once the fieldwork was done, by gathering information about these

people’s lives, the young musicians had to create three musical

works reflecting the most important moments in these people’s

lives.

(continue…)

Musintegra

Music School of Santa Cruz de Rivadulla (Municipality of Vedra)
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The young people were therefore responsible for composing a

musical creation, after having participated in series of musical

workshops which furnished them with sufficient resources to bring

the activity to fruition. The workshops were: introduction to classical

harmony, chamber music, computer music and musical types.

Once the works were prepared, all the participants took part in

musical meetings to prepare the concerts over the period of a week.

To conclude the project, with the aim of raising the general public’s

awareness, the concerts were performed.

Musintegra

Music School of Santa Cruz de Rivadulla (Municipality of Vedra)
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Trampolim E6G, Project
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Centro de Apoio dos Pais e Amigos da Escola n.º 10 – CASPAE 10

R. Infanta D. Maria, Edf Teleférico,

loja 2, r/ch 3030-300 Coimbra

PORTUGAL
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The Trampolim E6G Project is funded by the 6th

Generation Escolhas Program. Escolhas Program is a

national government program (Portugal), created in

2001, promoted by the Presidency of the Council of

Ministers and integrated in the High Commission for

Migration/Alto Comissariado para as Migrações -

ACM, IP, whose mission is to promote the social

inclusion of children and young people from

Vulnerable socio-economic contexts.

The Trampolim E6G project develops its intervention

in Coimbra, Portugal, where works in a Consortium,

being composed of 10 entities. The sponsoring entity

is the Municipality of Coimbra and the manager

CASPAE 10. The team consists of a

manager/coordinator, a psychologist, a computing

instructor and a community facilitator.

Its intervention is carried out in 3 municipal territories with

social characteristics - B. da Rosa, Ingote and Centro de

Estágio Habitacional (Center for Housing Internship). In these

neighborhoods there are about 1600 people.

(continue…)

Trampolim E6G, Project

Centro de Apoio dos Pais e Amigos da Escola n.º 10 – CASPAE 10
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Currently work systematically with 250 people living in these

territories. Of these 147 are children and young people aged 6

to 24 years. 49 of these are Gypsy. A total of 17 activities are

developed in response to the needs and problems of the

territory, being the main one the unemployment and risk

behaviours. The target is promoting social inclusion and equal

opportunities.

Trampolim E6G, Project

Centro de Apoio dos Pais e Amigos da Escola n.º 10 – CASPAE 10
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Material:

- tables and chairs

- coins or small objects (20 per player)

- cards with 6 different symbols (30 cards per table)

- paper with rules that associate symbol > gesture (1 per

table): every table has a different association symbol-gesture

There are 4 chairs at every table. The participants sit down. They

have 3 minutes to read and learn by heart the gestures referred to

every symbol. Then the paper with the rules is brought away forever

from the director.

Important: for all the duration of the game it is forbidden to speak!

The game starts: at every table, one of the participants (in turn)

reveals a card; the other 3 players must make the corresponding

gesture in the shortest time. The last one to make the gesture gives

one of his/her coins to the first one.

After 5 minutes, the winners of each table (the ones who have the

most coins) stand up and sit at a new table.

Turning Tables

Eurocultura

(continue…)
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The game starts again in the same way: one reveals the card, the others make the corresponding gesture.

The players that come to a new table follow the rules of their previous table – but they don’t know that in the new table

the rules are not the same: symbols and gestures are associated in a different way. This brings to various reactions:

confusion, dismay, incredulity, perplexity, isolation... who was the winner before, is now probably a loser.

Every table will spontaneously develop different reactions and carry out different measures.

You can play 3-4 rounds.

At the end of the game the participants are invited to share their feelings, thoughts, solutions in dealing with

“strangers”.

It is important to relate these reflections to an inclusive context (cultural, social, work, disabilities, point of views...).

Time: 20 minutes + discussion

Turning Tables

Eurocultura
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“From Bridge to Bridge, Around the Ulla” 

Educational Games - Workshops
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Association “RAICEIROS”

Casa de Cultura de San Miguel de

Sarandón

15885 Vedra,

A CORUNA
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Raiceiros is a socio-cultural association which provides youth

services and was founded in October 2001. One of its primary

functions is to revive and disseminate local cultural heritage,

through actions which promote culture in all of its aspects and

representations, fostering active participation in the social and

cultural development of the area.

A team of 12 people were directly involved in this initiative, a

project which was composed of two phases:

*The creation of an educational board game; which comprises a

board and 200 question & answer cards about the River Ulla

and Galician culture. Participants move forward around the

board on answering the different questions correctly.

*The development of cultural workshops with the aim of

educating young people to recognize and to value the

curiosities, customs, traditions, culture, gastronomy, agriculture

and nature which can be found in the area around the river Ulla.

“From Bridge to Bridge, Around the Ulla” Educational Games – Workshops

Association “RAICEIROS”

In addition to the board game, this project also made use of

complementary audiovisual and graphic material.

(continue…)
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The workshops were adapted according to the ages of the participants

and four levels were established.; from 8 to 12 years, from 13 to 16

years, from 17 to 30, over 30s. They were led by instructors and lasted

1:30 hours.

The workshops were carried out in Schools and Sociocultural centers,

in associations, libraries and other municipal buildings within the

municipalities which border the river Ulla.

Altogether more than 30 workshops took place, in which around 500

young people took part.

This project generally received very positive reviews, being the

culmination of various years of field work with elderly people; and all of

this work was brought to light with these actions.

This initiative therefore helped to remind us that “to exist, each person

needs to provide testimony of his/her daily life, to express his/her

creative capacity and to preserve the traces of his/her history”.

Raiceiros continues to follow this line of work - recovering the

collective, cultural and social memory - to remember the past and to

move forward.

“From Bridge to Bridge, Around the Ulla” Educational Games – Workshops

Association “RAICEIROS”
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Sol School - Learning Center
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Centro Social para o Desenvolvimento do Sobralinho

Rua da Indústria, nº5, Loja, 2615-

094, Alverca

PORTUGAL
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The focus of our practice is to promote the learning experience

and the development of children and young people, by

imparting social and personal skills as well as the involvement

in social and political processes. There are a variety of non-

formal subjects that are addressed during the course of our

work, such as, social relations, wellness, habits, health, gender

identity, interpersonal communication, information and

communication technologies, media learning, safer internet,

creativity, culture, environment, technology, nature, sustainable

development, experimentation, technology appreciation,

democracy, participation. values and norms, children‘s rights,

participation, democracy, self-determination, assuming

responsibility, decision-making structures, political education,

diversity, intercultural opening and others.

We rely on active methods of cooperation and on group-

dynamic processes. As self-education occurs in an interplay of

children/young people as subjects and their social environment.

Sol School - Learning Center

Centro Social para o Desenvolvimento do Sobralinho

Children and young people learn both from each other as

well as with each other. The openness promoted leads to

the necessity of constantly adjusting and re-evaluating

one‘s own set of ideas and leads generally to a plurality of

practices. Since both the contents as well as the results

are open (but not arbitrary) such openness paves the way

for the participants in the learning process to actively share

in fashioning it. Children and young people are active co-

designers of their own development and learning

processes. Imparting and appropriating the learning

content are dependent on the circumstances. Methods and

objectives are geared to the particular participants and as

much as possible adapted to their needs and interests.

(continue…)
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In this matter, modifications in the sense of setting new priorities can

not only ensue in planning but in the course of learning as well. Shared

responsibility and self-determination are both objectives of work with

children and young people as well as also being important pedagogical

working methods. As much as possible, decisions are made jointly with

the children or young people. The involvement of children and young

people in decision-making processes promotes democratic

consciousness and commitment. Because the participation of the child

is not statutorily mandated, but the parents can accordingly freely

decide to take advantage of what is offered or not do so. This voluntary

nature plays an essential role in the youth field since participation here

is crucially dependent on the decision of the young people themselves.

Sol School - Learning Center

Centro Social para o Desenvolvimento do Sobralinho
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The concept of English in motion is based on the most current

methods in adventure and experimental education, including

the immersion process. This method incorporates total

immersion in the host language which enables students to

dedicate all senses to the respective foreign language. Games,

gym activities, and the use of the bicycle help students to learn

and apply everyday English expressions and vocabulary, which

can apply into their own lives afterwards.

Throughout the duration of the classes, our teamers maintain

an “Only English” policy which is constantly being adjusted to

the students’ different levels of knowledge and needs. For

many students it is a new experience to learn a language

without the constant pressure they face at school. Here they

have opportunity to express themselves without fear in front of

their new classmates and friends. Through experience and

feedback, it is clear that students develop a new sense of

motivation and excitement for the English language during the

lesson.

English in Motion for Kids

I-PUMP

We strive to take the ideas and interests of the participants

into consideration on a regular basis. Due to the small

number of students in each class, the teachers are better

equipped to become acquainted with each student and

therefore evaluate and address their individual needs.

Additionally, the students are encouraged to support and

help each other in class, which creates a strong sense of

community. Our inter-cultural concept raises acceptance

and tolerance towards other people. While learning about

foreign cultures, we motivate our students to critically

reflect on their own.

(continue…)
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Spending a semester at school, immersed in an English speaking environment provides kids with a healthy

challenge and an unforgettable experience. Students are being challenged to expand their personal boundaries

and improve upon their social and educational skills. Our program requires a certain level of discipline which

challenges kids of different ages and educational levels to work together.

The age of the children is between 3 to 6 years old and there are usually two teachers per class who must speak

only English during the lesson. In this way, kids understand that they are forced to speak English if they want to

interact with the teachers and step by step, they will be able to say a complete sentence on their own.

The activities last for about one hour and include a variety of interactive games especially by riding the bicycle as

much as possible.

We are very focused on teaching kids in English how to ride the bicycle as our mission is to make bikes the official

vehicle of our future, growing the use of mountain bikes by the local population, and to create a set of people that

can be identified in a "group", trying to associate the sport with the physical and mental well-being of those who

practice it.

English in Motion for Kids

I-PUMP
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The work camp presented here consisted of, on the one hand,

heritage restoration in the section of the St James’ Way from Miñoto to

Ribeiro on its way through the municipality of Vedra, and on the other,

social action activities. Additionally, recreational, sporting, touristic and

cultural activities were also carried out. The project took place

between 5 and 16 July 2017 in Vedra. The participants were a group

of 20 young people between the ages of 18 and 30 from different

countries e.g. France, Russia, Portugal and Czech Republic and

different Spanish communities e.g. Valencia, Murcia, Basque Country,

Ceuta and Galicia. The work activities were: Heritage Action Activities:

Research/field work on the stretch of the St James’ Way on its way

through the Municipality of Vedra. Making wooden signposts for this

section of the St James’ Way. Dissemination activities: the creation of

an informative mapleaflet in various languages, audiovisual material,

the St James’ Way Miñoto-Ribeiro outreach activity for local

inhabitants and the organization of a walking route/pilgrimage.

Work Camp 2017 “Vedra in the St. James’ Way Miñoto-Ribeiro”

Vedra Municipal Council

(continue…)
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Social Action Activities:

Socio-cultural activities with children in the Municipal Playroom and in

Acamparte. Inter-generational activities with senior citizens. Additionally,

a series of complementary entertainment, leisure and free time activities

were carried out which were designed for enjoyment, interaction and

implication in and with the local community. For example: ethnographic

activities geared towards getting to know the local area (traditional fairs

etc), games, canoeing, international dinner, soirées, visits to heritage

sites of historical-artistic and natural interest in the Ulla region. As a final

consideration, we considered that an activity of this type is a service to a

community. For this reason, the creation of a working group was

proposed, with a bid to self-managed leisure activities as a means of

investing in personal education, by combining work and leisure.

Furthermore, this enabled the young people - both those who made up

the team as well as the participants - to receive training within an

atmosphere of coexistence and interchange of experiences.

A cultural and generational exchange of the

surroundings was also created, providing a useful

space, of education and of leisure. The Work Camp

project was not envisaged as an isolated event, rather

it is projected as continuing over a number of years

within the framework of Work Camps which the

Municipality of Vedra set into motion with the

collaboration of the Dirección Xeral de Xuventude,

Participación e Voluntariado of the Xunta de Galicia.

Work Camp 2017 “Vedra in the St. James’ Way Miñoto-Ribeiro”

Vedra Municipal Council
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Rua João Gonçalves, Urbanização Casal

da Machada- 2630-377 Arruda dos Vinhos
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This practice refers to Adult and youth Training Programs with a focus on

Lifelong learning skills assessment and training (personal and social skills

like flexibility, Independence, initiative, reflection, curiosity and transfer,

etc.) and also a focus on pedagogical differentiation, interdisciplinarity,

work in projects and a strong respect for the needs, interests and

motivations of the trainees which is reflected on the curricular design.

It is acknowledged that the increased complexity of learning needed by

the 21st Century cannot be adequately assessed and implemented

through examinations and traditional training. So we used a model that

focus on the skills learned through life in informal and non formal

education contexts, like communitary and free time activities. ‘Life

Themes’ were the basis for the curriculum design and those life themes

were chosen by the adults or youths reflecting their interests and needs.

Lifelong Learning Training Programs

Slow Movement Portugal

These particular curriculum is interdisciplinary and

individualized as much as possible according to

the specific characteristic of the trainees. There

was frequent individual and group meetings during

the training with the trainees and pedagogical

agents to access the quality of the pedagogical

methods. At the end of the training there was a

professional internship with a strong monitoring of

the process..
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Via del Mercato Nuovo 44G,
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The Public Speaking course is a non-formal training

activity aimed to learn to communicate in a clear and

emotionally controlled way especially when we must

speak in public or in an interview.

Public speaking is theory and practice. Theory aims to

strengthen the basic elements of diction and of the vocal

sound we produce. Practice is carried out through

exercises to reinforce the verbal and nonverbal language.

Reading a newspaper text: Among the various practical

exercises in which the student gets confident with their

vocal emotion is reading aloud by modifying the emotional

interpretation. It's about taking a newspaper text and

starting to read it aloud changing emotional interpretative

states, first reading it institutionally and then interpreting it

according to other emotions (e.g. sadness, happiness,

laziness etc.).

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Eurocultura

(continue…)
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Interpretation of a prose or poem: reading a prose is easier from

the point of view of interpretation. Since prose is far more narrative

and less figurative, this allows a more institutional interpretation.

Once learned the poem, the student is asked to interpret it with the

necessary interpretative punctuation. Thanks to this exercise, the

student acquires personal satisfaction that becomes also an

understatement of one's own linguistic and interpretative potential.

Recording the Exercise: Video and audio shooting allows the

student to see himself from the outside since individual perception

(internal) is very different from external perception. Once these

differences are understood, learners acquire awareness of their

personality that is closer to the “external” vision.

It can be performed in groups of 10 people by

alternating the reading turn.

The teacher is a director that gives the time and

assigns the emotions to be performed.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Eurocultura
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There has been an edition of the Vedra Audiovisual Laboratory (LAV) every

February since 2008. At that time, there was already an abundance of

audiovisual festivals, but initiatives dealing with training in this area were

scarce. A project was therefore designed whose pivot would be a series of

workshops with three main aims: to promote critical thinking and debate, to

foster participants’ creative autonomy and to focus on gaining practical

knowledge; training linked to action.

The project is aimed at a heterogenous public. Participants in the courses

come from all generations, with adults, young people over the age of 10 and

senior citizens all receiving training and sharing the same environment and

experiences. There is also a wide range in the participants’ degrees of

knowledge: professionals, amateurs and people who have their first contact

with the audiovisual world in this laboratory. This diversity is not accidental:

it was envisaged that the integration and coexistence of such different

profiles in a single space would create positive work synergies and

emotions.

Vedra Audiovisual Laboratory (LAV)

Asociación Senunpeso Producións

(continue…)

The project aspires to bring creative dynamics to

this municipality but also to transcend the local

area, demonstrating that a rural environment is

able to organize innovative activities which are of

interest across the whole of Galicia. We hope to

transfer an unprejudiced view of rural areas to

audiovisual and cultural spheres at the same time

as helping to disseminate new forms of Galician

culture in our context.
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The courses on offer provide practical

guidance, supplemented by a theoretical

foundation. The teaching staff have been

trained by prestigious professionals,

mainly from the Galician circuit. We

target for joint financial responsibility with

the participants: the courses for adults

are fee-paying, and therefore self-

sufficient. Public grants (in 2017 from the

Municipality of Vedra and the Provincial

Government of Coruña) cover the costs

of shared expenses and production; the

free courses for school-age and senior

participants and other related activities

which are held over the rest of the year.

The LAV is rounded off by an audiovisual exhibition of Galician cinema: short and

full-length films, documentary or fiction. We endeavour to have their directors come

along to present the films and converse about them, as the exhibition is conceived as

a tool for making Galician audiovisual creations known to the public and for

generating discussion around them.

Vedra Audiovisual Laboratory (LAV)

Asociación Senunpeso Producións
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After the group is formed, the young people discuss issues

related to the society, their problems and their concerns, through

activities of corporal and dramatic expression.

After this work, the group creates a text and is the script for the

dramatization of the play. The play constructed with the young

people tells the life of five Minis, who come from different

countries, but have a common goal - to find a better place to live.

They all have problems related to depression, anorexia, obesity,

terrorism and social inequalities. It also focuses on other subjects

such as citizenship, equality and others.

After the piece was written, the young people choose the place

where they would like to present it, making posters, a book with

history, postcards, invitations sent to schools, kindergarten’s,

homes, social centers to watch their work and so on. raise

awareness of the issues raised.

Minislândia

Associação Ecogerminar 

(continue…)
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This piece was presented between December and

June 2015/2016, to approximately 2000 people.

We conclude that young people acquire several

theoretical/practical knowledges, commitment,

dedication, motivation, spirit of belonging to the

school and the group, also improving attendance and

punctuality.

Minislândia

Associação Ecogerminar 
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The professional education centre in Trissino (VI) – is placed in a

social context where the presence of foreign pupils at school

constantly increases, the integration of these students (reception,

integration, participation, etc.) and interculturality at school are

everyday matter.

This situation is faced as an integrated part of the school system,

giving a positive connotation:

-a resource, a new opportunity for growth and educational,

cultural, civil development

- promotion of the students' history and culture as a resource in

the educational process and in the development of coexistence.

This project is organised, managed and coordinated by a working

group named "Welcome and interculturality Commission" formed

by many Italian and foreign pupils identified by the same figures:

students within classes, tutors, linguistic and cultural mediator

facilitator.

ISI-(easy)- (Intercultural school and Integration) A new way to attend school

Fondazione Casa della Gioventù - Centro di Formazione Professionale di Trissino

(continue…)
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Aims:

1) Welcoming, entry and integration at school of foreign students

2) involvement and dialogue with families

3) cultural mediation

4) promotion of diversity

TOOLS-METHODS

-Guidance interviews and analysis of needs and expectations with

the student and his/her family;

-Classes and workshops with the presence of figures responsible

for facilitation of school placement at both linguistic and didactic

level;

-Listening facility with dual function: internal, to provide support to

teachers in managing all emerging issues and external, destined

to students and families;

-personalized projects for those students who have additional

difficulties (dyslexia, learning deficits, Specific Learning Disorders

- SLD- etc.);

ISI-(easy)- (Intercultural school and Integration) A new way to attend school

Fondazione Casa della Gioventù - Centro di Formazione Professionale di Trissino

A-Extracurricular activities: business support and afternoon

recovery; laboratory activities and animation, active

participation and local event;

- Centre website to show and develop intercultural activities

with internal function as a record of good practices by

sharing information and material used; external function of

facilitating the expansion of the net in the territory,

communicating and sharing with other educational

institutions;

- Essential Factors for the success of these good practices

Communication and information among the different levels

of the Organization;

- Efficient coordination systems;

- Definition of rules, practice protocols.
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This proposal arose from the need to respond to the great

challenges of the future faced by young people living in rural

areas, marked by a decrease in inequality, social exclusion and

the fight against unemployment. This programme aims to meet

the demands of the actuality of this area, where a large number of

young people neither study nor work, and in which youth

unemployment rates reach 20%. One of the most important

problems is the future sustainability of these rural municipalities,

conditioned by the exodus of young people. Further education

and better employment prospects are among their main reasons

for leaving their local framework. We therefore considered it

necessary to identify and carry out innovative actions in order to

endow the youth with adequate mechanisms and support to

facilitate their entry into the labour market and to activate their

capacity for entrepreneurship and professional development,

making the most of this rural areas benefits to generate

employment.

Programa de Información e Dinamización Xuvenil Emprendedora “Val do Ulla”

Municipal Council of Vedra / Municipal Council of Boqueixón / Municipal Council of Cruces

Said actions were structured in three ways: on the one

hand by offering informative and communicative

opportunities, on the other, by improving youth skills and

competences, and finally by fostering entrepreneurship as

a

means of creating self-employment. To this end, an

ecosystem of empowerment was created; to support,

assess, stimulate, train and boost. This programme was

aimed at young people between the ages of 12 and 35.
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Projects:

DISCOVER YOURSELF: Workshops for secondary school

students (12-16), held in schools. Topics: Social skills (empathy,

assertion, communication), peer pressure and social influences,

selfconcept etc.

KNOW YOURSELF: Workshops for young people between the

ages of 16 and 18. These were held in summer camps and at the

Summer School. Topics: Social skills, emotional education,

personal project etc.

ACTIVATE YOURSELF: Training actions for young people

between

the ages of 18 and 35. Length: 50 hours. Topics:

1.Identity and personal trademark: self-knowledge, selfmotivation

and self-control, social and communicative competences

2.Positioning my trademark: personal profile, success in the

selection process

3.Entrepreneurial ecosystem: entrepreneur- entrepreneurship

Programa de Información e Dinamización Xuvenil Emprendedora “Val do Ulla”

Municipal Council of Vedra / Municipal Council of Boqueixón / Municipal Council of Cruces

RE-START YOURSELF:

- Emotional Education course

- Coaching course

- Public Speaking Course

TRAIN YOURSELF: Specialist training initiatives for

potential fields of employment; Environmental Education

Resources course; Canoe instructor course; Semiautomatic

Defibrillator course; Children’s entertainment course; 3D

Design and printing course.
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The ‘Ulla Active Zone’ is a gathering which combines culture, leisure

and entertainment. It was born in the heart of the San Campio Cultural

Association in 2001 thanks to personal contacts between association

members.

The implementation of this project was underpinned by the void of

alternative activities in this rural area and the lack of venues for people

to get together. Its aims were those of advancing local culture and

cooperation in order to to raise awareness of the culture of the Ulla

region and that of Galicia in general.

This enterprise has evolved during its lifespan, giving rise to various

changes in format, which have always stemmed from an analysis of

the needs and concerns of the local people and the association

members. It is currently held in the last weekend of the month of

October. During these two days an open space of social harmony is

created.

Espazo Activo da Ulla “Pasabodeghas”

San Campio Cultural Association

The star activity is the “Pasabodeghas” which is held on

the Saturday afternoon/evening; a bagpipe

accompanied route calling in at 7 wine cellars/houses

which are converted into gastronomic and cultural

venues.
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The different spaces hold workshops, traditional

games, exhibitions, craftwork stalls, local produce

market, theatre and circus shows, traditional music

groups etc.

Participants can therefore taste the gastronomic

products of the area (wine-tapas) at the same time as

enjoying a wide range of activities.

At night, concerts of e.g. folk, ska or rock music are

held in the “Festex-arte” area, along with a ‘magosto’,

where chestnuts are roasted over an open fire.

On the Sunday there is a big communal lunch where

the participants bring along instruments to play

improvised traditional music, rounded off by an

alternative show such as a circus act or storytelling.

In general, the is a good standard of participation and

involvement.

Espazo Activo da Ulla “Pasabodeghas”

San Campio Cultural Association Both private individuals and different groups (e.g associations, music

groups, businesses, public organizations) offer their collaboration.

Around 80 people are involved in the organization of this event, with

more than 3,000 attendees each year. Ultimately, this project aims to

provide an active and

creative use of leisure time for the general population (children, youth,

adults and the elderly) whilst at the same time placing value on Galician

cultural activities as part of our cultural heritage.
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Papaventos Cultural Association

Rúa da Boca 9, Santa Baia de Vedra

15885 Vedra
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The Vedra Amateur Theatre Fair, Teatrofilia, is one of the most well-established

amateur theatre events in the whole of Galicia. It has been held annually in the

Municipality of Vedra (Province of Coruña) since 2003, coinciding with the start of

every spring.

HISTORY:

Teatrofilia began in the year 2003, driven by a group of men and women who had

founded the ‘Andaravía Theatre Company’ two years previously under the

umbrella of the Cultural Association ‘Papaventos’, created in 1988 but which had

been inactive since 1994.

Back then, a lack of circuits posed problems for the geographical mobility of

amateur theatre groups who were not able to perform their plays further afield than

their local surroundings.

This circumstance, combined with the limited cultural programme of a semi-rural

municipality as is Vedra, led the association to create this Fair in order to provide a

space for the artistic expression of amateur groups and to contribute, at the same

time, to the cultural enrichment of the municipality.

Teatrofilia - Vedra Amateur Theatre Fair

Papaventos Cultural Association
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Since then, Teatrofilia has become a benchmark of Galician amateur theatre, offering

an established programme across three weekends between March and April.

DEFINING AND UNIQUE ELEMENTS:

People from all over Spain (and abroad) have taken part in the annual competition to

design the advertising poster which will announce the Fair. During the Fair all the

posters which were entered into the competition can be exhibited.

The Fair is heterogenous both because of the different genres and styles of the plays

which are shown and also due to the varied geographical origins of the theatre

groups.

Special attention is given to the children’s programme, with the inclusion of different

shows and a special ‘Children’s afternoon’ in which different school groups, from

Vedra and the surrounding area, take to the stage to present their plays.

In each edition, a professional theatre company also stages a play. The combination

of amateur and professional theatre groups gives the spectators the opportunity to

see the difference between both, and the opportunity to watch professional theatre

close to home.

Teatrofilia - Vedra Amateur Theatre Fair

Papaventos Cultural Association

The programme is enriched year by year

thanks to the presence of innovative

proposals bringing different forms of

theatrical expression to the spectators - a

public which not only grows each year

but also becomes more diverse.
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Teatrofilia - Vedra Amateur Theatre Fair

Papaventos Cultural Association

As examples of the different events that have comprised

Teatrofilia, we have: puppet workshops, street theatre,

dramatized walking tours, radio theatre and theatre forum

etc.

Teatrofilia takes place in a rural area, Vedra, a municipality

of 5,000 inhabitants which has no significant urban

nucleus. This event therefore provides the local people

with an extensive, stable theatre programme.
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The “Summer School of Sustainable Development” is a vocational plan

which was created in 2008 to palliate the inadequacy of summer free time

activities for youth over the age of 13 in the municipality of Vedra. This

initiative was initially driven by the local municipal council with the help of

informal youth groups; some years later it came to be managed by A.M.

Amabul.

Originally, environmental education had a major role: “sustainable

development summits”, “environmental care reporters”, “land workers”...

though as time passed by other educational approaches were adopted:

self-assessment, valuing culture, citizenship...

In this way, in addition to carrying out the key activity (during the month of

July), a framework of activities, forums and training sessions were

organized to motivate and capacitate the future agents of change. In the

early days, environmental education was chosen as the principal strategy

for achieving these goals.

Sustainable Development Summer School

Vedra Environmental Association

As years went by, as will be seen in the following

paragraphs, this gradually lost ground, giving way to

other educational strategies aimed at an integral

education of the person.
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The action plan was based on a time-scale divided into triennials.

Accordingly, participants would start the Summer School aged 13 with

adegree of participation which would increase progressively through their

first triennial (until reaching the age of 16). From this age onwards, two

options emerge: the participants leave the school or they continue to play a

part in it. The role of those who continue in the school develops gradually

during their second triennial; initially towards a ‘big brother/sister’ or

‘preinstructor’ figure and finally as a designer of actions of change (from 18

onwards). After this second phase, most of participants lose daily

participation in the school and just those with clear educational vision keep

on doing along within the project.

Sustainable Development Summer School

Vedra Environmental Association
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Sustainable Development Summer School

Vedra Environmental Association

However, given the degree of implication of the people and

institutions who undertook the project and realised its educational

potential, the organisers decided to put together a didactic

sequence which, in the medium term, would fulfil the objectives of

self-mobilization and effective empowering of the adolescents.

Besides July´s main activity, a net of yearly activities has been

created as to engage and build capacities for the new actors for

change. Each summer school works as incubator for its own next

edition.In order to reach these goals, every two months the

Summer-School educational community gathers around meetings,

forums, events and trainings. Active participations is encouraged in

a space without prejudices were everyone can feel free without

constrictions. This is the kind of education we are for in our NGO.

We strongly believe working out a sustainable future demands

people able committed in the present, aware of its own identity and

emotionally connected within the territory.

In its beginning, the project was envisaged as being held

exclusively in the month of July.
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Coordination:

Animar - Associação Portuguesa para 

o Desenvolvimento Local

Tânia Gaspar

Olga Fernandes

Eurocultura

Levi Bettin

Dalmar Mohamed Ali

Concello de Vedra

Ivan Garcia

Hugo Lage

C o p y r igh t

Published content is the responsibility of its authors.

The use of the contents for commercial purposes and their modification is not allowed without the express authorization of the authors.
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For more information:

Animar - Associação Portuguesa para 

o Desenvolvimento Local

Av. Santos Dumont, n.º 57, 1º 

Esq.º|1500-202 Lisboa

PORTUGAL

https://animar-dl.pt/

https ://www.facebook.com/associaca

o.animar/

animar@animar-dl.pt

Tel : 03519527450

Eurocultura

Via Mercato Nuovo n. 44/G -

36100 - Vicenza - VI 

ITALY

https://www.eurocultura.it/

https://www.facebook.com/Eurocu

ltura/

info@eurocultura.it

Tel : 0444-964770

Concello de Vedra

Avda. Mestre Manuel Gómez

Lorenzo Nº1, 15885 Vedra

A CORUÑA

http://concellodevedra.com/

https://www.facebook.com/concel

lodevedra/

Tel: 034 98181 46 12
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